East vs West: Digital-Only Influencers
Amidst the ever-growing trend of influencer marketing, virtual influencers are slowly but
surely taking over the fashion/lifestyle sphere. Granted, when most people think of online
content creators, highly curated feeds with enviable hauls, saturated sunset snaps, and
deliciously-looking lattes come to mind. However, there is a new era of digital models that
seem to overtake Instagram’s algorithm: virtual influencers.
These hyper-realistic figures have secured a spot on many mainstream media outlets, even
making appearances on Harpers Bazaar, Elle, and Vanity Fair. But what does that mean for
the new age of digital advertising? Prominent brands have been using virtual influencers on
their marketing campaigns for quite a while now. Blame it on the fact that they can
seamlessly transform and adapt to each individual client’s needs or simply on the array of
different poses and faces they can take on to adhere to the overall concept of a project. The
outcome remains the same: fashion brands are benefiting from these computer-generated
figures in more ways than one.

The first-ever virtual influencer
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During the early months of 2016, the first-ever CGI character, who quickly managed to
attract millions of followers, made her appearance. The 19-year-old American influencer, Lil
Miquela left everyone questioning whether or not she ways a virtual creation or the actual

“girl next door” for quite some time. Commenters started to flood her Instagram account
with comments and speculation. It didn’t take long for the creator of Lil Miquela to come
forward and explain his reasoning.
Behind the CGI character who was seemingly perfectly tailored to fit the gen Z-focused social
media marketing was the startup Brud. This Los Angeles-based company was on a mission to
design a brand new character inspired by both Kardashian and Marvel comics. Lil Miquela
proceeded to work with an array of prominent luxury labels, appearing on the fashion
campaigns of Calvin Klein and Prada, and even Chanel. Her Instagram feed is filled with
“candid” moments where she is spotted “hanging out” with real-life musicians, like Rosalía
Sousa, artists, and influencers in upscale New York and Los Angeles restaurants where she
“lives”.
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During her influencing career, Miquela managed to gather over 1.5 million subscribers for
466 publications.

Virtual influencers replacing real-life models in the West
The French luxury fashion house Balmain currently owns its own #BalmainArmy of virtual
models. The first CGI influencer who joined the team was Shudu, British photographer
Cameron-James Wilson’s biggest e-accomplishment.
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She quickly became known after one of the members of the pr team Rihanna’s Fenty Beauty
line mistook her for a real-life customer and reposted one of “trying out” photos where she
was shown wearing the brand’s matte lipstick. Many critics jump on to point out that the
creator profits off black women without actually having to hire one.
In 2018, Rousteing employed Wilson to make two more digital supermodels, for Balmain.
That’s how Xhi — a Chinese woman resembling David Bowie — and Margot — a French
woman inspired by Rousteing’s childhood fantasies about French women came to “life”.

China’s Top Virtual Influencers
After a year of self-isolation, when staying home and living our lives entirely online was the
new norm, China spurred greater interest in the virtual influencer market. Evidently, the CGI
world resonates deeply with the Gen Z demographic that has grown up around anime,
gaming, and e-culture phenomenons of the East.
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In May 2020, Ranmai Technology created Ayayi, China’s first “meta-human”. However,
contrary to prior CGIs, Ayayi looks surprisingly closer to a real human than other virtual
influencers like Luo Tianyi who has over 5 million followers on Weibo. Cutting-edge
technology allows Ayayi’s skin texture to adapt to different lighting, following the shadows
just like a real human.
Rumor has it that Ayayi is ready to branch out and join the virtual music artist label “No
Problem” as a part of a highly strategic partnership to promote the digital music performers
even further.
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Other beloved virtual influencers from Japan, like KOL Imma, have scored contracts with
established businesses. Healthcare and beauty chain Watsons is the latest Chinese brand to
“hire” a CGI for her pr campaigns as the first virtual spokesperson of Watsons.
According to data from iiMedia Research, China’s virtual idol industry was worth RMB 3.46
billion ($487 million) in 2020. That’s a staggering increase of 70 percent year on year.
Moreover, it’s reported that the number will skyrocket to RMB 6 billion ($875.9 million) in
2021.

Are virtual influencers the future of digital marketing?

The biggest benefit of “hiring” virtual influencers if you work in the digital marketing
industry or fashion isn’t solely the perfectly curated image of a CGI’s face, body, and
proportions. It mostly relies on the fact of the predictability of their behavior.
As Andrew Dunst, a vice president at the marketing and software conglomerate Sage Group
told WWD explained, “You remove some of the PR risks from influencers who may do
something that could impact [your] base of customers,”

That’s true if you consider that Joerg Zuber’s latest creation, Noonoouri, recently did a
takeover for Dior’s Instagram from the brand’s resort show. “Maria Grazia invited me to
inform me about the concept of the show—not to influence my take over. She gave me full
freedom, “ mentioned Noonoouri ‘s designer in a Vogue interview.

Virtual Influencers have more social media engagement
Arguably virtual influencers have a plethora of advantages that remove the burden of paying
extra money for some specific services. They can utilize any background at any moment. The
otherwise prominent need to travel from one place to another for a campaign shoot
practically no longer exists. Expenses are saved and in addition, these campaigns can no
longer be affected by the pandemic.
According to HypeAuditor's report: "Virtual Influencers have almost three times more
engagement than real influencers. That means that followers are more engaged with virtual
influencer’s content.” More and more people are getting fascinated by the hyper-realism and
digitally-enhanced beauty of these CGIs.

listing of the top virtual influencers worldwide by HypeAuditor
The global influencer marketing platform market size is anticipated to reach USD 84.89
billion by 2028. Virtual influencers rival the success of real-life content creators because for
them time does not exist. Contrary to the latter group, man-made figures are virtually
immortalized. They aren’t affected by real-life issues, hence their career could last decades
as long as there is a market for them.
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